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Welcome!
for 15 Protected Areas in Armenia and Georgia with vital
funding for their operations. In most of our parks, we are
the source of between 30%-50% of the overall budget,
and effective park management would be impossible
without CNF’s contributions. You can read more about our
programmatic work in the pages that follow.

2017 was a year of changes, challenges, and progress—
and these themes are all continuing into the first half of
2018.
In Georgia, a major governmental reorganization in 2017
resulted in the merger of two formerly independent
ministries responsible for the environment and agriculture,
creating the new Ministry of Environmental Protection and
Agriculture. Through these changes, CNF has worked to
develop new relationships and our cooperation with the
Georgian government remains strong.

Finally, on the fundraising front, the German government’s
support for CNF has been unwavering and at the end of
2017, Germany’s development bank KfW (with funds from
the Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development
(BMZ)) contributed €3.5 million to CNF’s endowment.
Private supporters also kept up their support in the
run up to our 10th anniversary celebrations this year, in
connection with which we are proud to announce that we
have raised over $1 million.

In Azerbaijan, the long-serving Minister of Ecology and
Natural Resources was replaced in April 2018. CNF will
renew its contacts with the Azerbaijani Ministry this
year and explore again opportunities to work with the
government to support the rich and important biodiversity
housed in Azerbaijan’s protected areas.

CNF is grateful to all who have contributed to the vital
cause of preserving nature in this most bio-diverse region
of the European neighborhood—the Caucasus.

Armenia has gone through a dramatic political transition
in the first half of 2018 that has resulted in the change of
the entire government, including the Minister of Nature
Protection. We are looking forward to continuing and
deepening out work with the new government, and there
already are indications of desire and capacity for positive
change for conservation.
Working with governments undergoing such changes has
not always been easy, but in 2017 we continued our support

Yours gratefully,
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David Morrison 		
Chairman of the Board

Geof Giacomini
Executive Director

Governance

BOARD
David Morrison - Chairman, Member of the Investment and Audit Committees
David is an Attorney and Board Member at other For- and Not-for- Profit Institutions
Nature Conservation: Caucasus Nature Fund; Blue Action Fund; Prespa Ohrid Nature Trust (PONT)
For Profit: Georgia Capital; Georgia Healthcare Group
Christoph Heinrich - Vice-Chairman
Christoph is Executive Officer of Conservation at WWF Germany
Ronald Kent - Treasurer, Member of the Investment and Audit Committees
Ronald is Managing Director, Capital Markets and Wholesale, UK Finance
Thomas Eisenbach
Thomas is Project Manager for Energy and Natural Resources, Eastern Europe, Caucasus, Central Asia at KfW Development
Bank
Ted Jonas
Ted is Senior Counsel at Dentons
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
George (Geof) Giacomini
ADVISORS TO THE INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Al Breach - Co-Founder, Gemsstock Limited
Johan Holgersson - Partner, Cape Capital
ADVISORS TO THE CAUCASUS NATURE FUND
Eva-Maria Melchers - Businesswoman
Maya Meredova - Former General Director of ProCredit Bank-Georgia
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Highlights
In 2017, CNF supported:
15 parks
516 rangers and staff with living wages

As of 2017, CNF
finances parks which
now cover
Georgia:
393,021 ha

554,077 ha
Armenia:
161,056 ha

$

million

raised
privately in
connection
with our

th

Spending 2017:

€1,1 million
disbursed in grants

ANNIVERSARY
FUNDRAISING

1%

ADMINISTRATION

21%

Program

78%

CNF RECEIVED ANOTHER

€ 3,5 million
CONTRIBUTION TO
ENDOWMENT CAPITAL
FROM

GERMANY
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Program

CNF’s direct financial support improves the management effectiveness and operations of the national parks and nature
reserves of the South Caucasus. In 2017, CNF committed over 1.1 million euros in grants to support 15 parks, with more than
30% of funding going to salary supplements for PA staff. The remaining funding supports operational expenses, equipment,
small-scale infrastructure and activities focused on biodiversity monitoring, eco-tourism and improved planning. The overall
outcome is improved management of the PAs serving the twin goals of conserving bio-diversity and supporting sustainable
livelihoods for local people. In 2017, highlights included:

Biodiversity Monitoring

Our three-year program to monitor populations
and pressures on forest habitats of Bezoar Goats
in Armenia and East Caucasian Tur and pasture
management in Georgia has continued. The
purpose of this program is to obtain data on
species’ numbers and ecosystem health. The
program in Georgia has identified 27 distinct
groups of Turs, totalling 357 animals.

The next phase of the project will track the groups’
movements using telemetry collars in order to
identify their preferred habitats and how climate
change or human disturbances cause them
to migrate. This is essential data to help steer
conservation efforts and to increase or at least
stabilize their populations.
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Program
Eco-Tourism Development

In Georgia, CNF funded a number of small scale infrastructure
projects, such as a floating Pelican platform for migratory
birds in Javakheti National Park, which provides nesting birds
an important refuge from human disturbances (such as daily
fishermen) - thus increasing bird populations. In Vashlovani,
CNF funds supported design plans to modernize the visitor’s
center - improving tourism infrastructure and eco-education.

Management and planning

CNF supported the creation of a new Management Plan
for Khosrov Forest in Armenia which will allow the park
administration to budget more realistically, generate revenue
in a sustainable way and improve protection.
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Program
Challenges on the Ground

Summer fires in the Borjomi-Kharagauli National Park in
Georgia and Khosrov Forest in Armenia (where more than 2,000
hectares burned) devastated the affected areas of the parks,
but brought together civil society and governments to fight
the fires and forced a recognition from all involved parties that
preparedness is key to be able to respond to further extreme
climate occurrences. CNF supported firefighting efforts with
an emergency grant to Khosrov while Borjomi-Kharagauli staff
utilized previously CNF-procured firefighting equipment to
battle the blazes.

Salaries

After years of behind the scenes lobbying by CNF, the Agency
for Protected Areas announced in late 2017 that salaries for PA
staff will be increased with an average salary increase of 61%.
This means that APA rangers will finally be paid an equivalent
amount to forestry rangers, thus addressing a major inequity
and hopefully reducing the high rate of staff turnover.
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Program
Organizational Development

KfW supported a comprehensive review of CNF from an
internal operations and management, as well as conservation
perspective. Following this review, CNF re-committed to its
strategy of support for operational costs at parks as well as
a more systematic approach to external support focused on
improving patrolling, tourism, management and biodiversity
monitoring. Part of the study also conducted a financial
analysis of the optimal level of endowment funding for CNF to
function robustly in the absence of a Sinking Fund (projected
to finish by 2022). While CNF is more than halfway to that
total, a substantial financial gap remains.
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Finance

The information in this section should be read in conjunction with CNF’s 2017 audited financial statements including the
notes thereto, which can be found on our website at the following link:
https://www.caucasus-naturefund.org/about-cnf/#financials
The figures are stated under the responsibility of the Executive Director and the Board but have been derived from the financial statements. KPMG acts as CNF’s independent auditor.

Balance Sheet:

The following table shows a summary of our balance sheet.

Summary of Balance Sheet
Assets

Equity & Liabilities

€ 000s / December 31, 2017
2017

2016

Fixed Assets:
Property Plant & Equipment
(office furniture & equipment)
Financial Assets (Investment
Securities)

13
23,629

16 Foundation Capital
20,947

Prepaid Expenses and Deferred
Charges
Total Assets

Reserves
of which 2030 sinking fund
Funds Carried Forwards

Current Assets and Prepaid/
Deferred Items:

Cash & Cash Equivalents

2016

24,225

20,725

8,828

10,621

6,906

8,945

1,184

76

97

99

Equity:

Current Assets and Prepaid/
Deferred Items:

Accounts receivable & other

2017

Provisions and Liabilities:
202

226

Miscellaneous Provisions

10,551

10,367

0

0

Trade accounts and other

62

36

34,396

31,557

Total Equity & Liabilities

34,396

31,557

Conditionally repayable donations
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Finance
Equity & Liabilities

In 2017 the capital increased by €3.5 million to €24.225 million due to the new BMZ donation to our endowment of €3.5
million. The reserves were down by €1.8 million, reflecting the utilization of our 2030 sinking fund offset by additions to our
free reserves from investment income of €245,979. For a discussion of the increase in the carry forward, see the income
statement discussion below.

Assets

The total assets at year-end amounted to €34.396 million, an increase of 8% compared to December 31, 2016, as the new
BMZ donation more than offset the decline in reserves.
Financial Assets amounted to €23.629 million; however this does not reflect the term deposits with Caucasus’ banks that
CNF considers part of its investment portfolio but are reflected in our accounts under the Cash and Cash equivalents. The
term deposits amounted to €4.6 million at December 31, 2017, and including these amounts, invested assets amounted to
€28.2 million at December 31, 2017.
Excluding the term deposits, the cash at the end of the year amounted to €5.9 million. This reflects cash maintained for
opportunistic investments and deposits in banks which are planned to be used in 2018.

Income statement
Income and Expenses
(amounts in Euro)
2017

2016

650,133

608,110

---

1,451

Donations

294,118

469,329

Net Revenue

944,252

1,078,890

-1,275,324

-1,360,451

-354,054

-380,070

-1,629,379

-1,740,521

-685,127

-661,631

Transfer from Funding Capacity Reserve
(2030 Sinking Fund)

2,039,000

1,047,028

Net Funding Surplus

1,353,873

385,397

0

-164,379

-245,979

-144,843

76,175

0

1,184,069

76,175

Income
Net Investment Income
Other Income

Grant and Other Expenses
Projects & Other Expenses
Administrative & Fundraising Expenses
Total Grant and Other Expenses
Net Income (Loss)

Transfer to Foundation Capital
Transfer to Reserves
Funds Carried Forward from Prior Year
Funds Carried Forward
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Finance
Background

As background for the discussion of CNF's Income Statement it is important to keep in mind the different sources of our funds.
CNF's spending sources include current use income in the form of (i) the interest and dividend income on our investments and
(ii) current use donations. However, as it was recognized that these two sources would not be large enough to finance CNF’s
operations for some time, a reserve known as a sinking fund was created to support CNF’s expenditures as its other financing
sources developed.
The sinking fund was donated by BMZ and is reflected as part of reserves; two separate contributions created a total fund of
€12 million that must be spent by 2030. Of this amount, €2.039 million were utilized in 2017 (including a portion towards the
carry forward) with €6.906 million remaining in the fund at December 31, 2017. Because utilization of this reserve is reflected
“below the line”, CNF shows a loss from its operations and will continue to do so as the sinking fund is utilized and CNF’s other
financing sources are further developed.

Revenues

CNF’s net revenue is composed of our Net Investment Income and our Revenue from Donations and Grants.
Net Investment Income
The following table shows the development of our Net Investment Income.

Net Investment Income
(amounts in Euro, except %)
Increase/
Decrease

2017

2016

99,969

63,532

57%

Interest & Similar Income

349,311

479,407

-27%

Funds Distributions

189,953

69,645

173%

Capital Gain & Other Investment Income

491,785

164,378

199%

1,131,017

776,962

46%

Less Foreign Exchange Currency Loss

-298,252

0

Less Investment Expenses

-182,633

-168,852

8%

Net Investment Income

650,133

608,110

7%

Dividends

Total Investment Income

The total investment income increased by 7%. Dividends increased with the modest expansion of our equity portfolio. The
decline in our interest income reflects the continued low interest environment as the higher yielding bonds purchased in
the higher interest rate environment that prevailed from 2009-2012 have matured and been replaced by bonds reflecting
the lower yields available in subsequent periods. In addition, a growing portion of our portfolio is now held in investment
funds, and a portion of the funds distributions reflects underlying interest income. Capital gain and other investment income
increased as an asset manager took profits on a certain number of positions. The foreign exchange loss reflects the weakening
US dollar. CNF hedged a portion of this loss which will be reflected in 2018. The increase in investment expense reflects higher
assets under management.
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Finance
Net Investment Income
Amount (EUR) Amount (EUR)
2017
2016
GEF/UNDP

Increase/
Decrease

9,203

331,675

-97%

Current Use Donations

284,916

139,105

107%

Total Current Use Donations

294,119

470,780

-37%

CNF is in the process of applying for further UNDP GEF funding but unless additional funds like the kind obtained from UNDP
can be acquired, donations from corporate and individual donors will be the main item for this revenue source in the future.
These are by nature unpredictable for a small organization like ours. Corporate and individual donations increased in 2017
due to the 10th anniversary fundraising campaign.

Net Revenue
The above development in net investment income and grants and donations led to net revenue of 944,252 in 2017, down
12% from 1,078,889 the previous year.

Expenses

CNF expenses consist of grant and project expenses and administrative and fundraising expenses.

Grant and Project Expenses
From the total expenses of 2017 (€1,629,379), 78% are for the grant and program expenses that are our core mission and
the rest cover administrative, fundraising and communications costs. The following table shows the development of CNF’s
grant and project expenses.

Grant & Project Expenses
(amounts in Euro, except %)
Increase /
Decrease

2017

2016

-1,113,203

-1,119,806

-1%

Of which: Direct Grants to Protected Areas(1)

-805,640

-856,300

-6%

Of which: Consulting and Other Projects

-307,563

-263,504

17%

-103,220

-128,761

-20%

-58,901

-111,884

-47%

-1,275,324

-1,360,451

-6%

Grants:

Program Development & Technical Services
Project Management
Total Program Grants & Expenses

(1) Includes a small amount of external financial & technical monitoring costs.

In 2017, the volume of the CNF grant program was largely unchanged. Grant spending in Armenia and Georgia decreased
less than 1% in total. Our 2017 budget had planned a modest increase to the PA grants program, but due mainly to
absorption capacity constraints, including challenges for governmental partners in procurement, we were not able to
disburse all funds that had been planned and the program grants to Protected Areas was down 6%, as was the total grants
and expenses.
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Finance
Since 2014, CNF has increased its targeted technical assistance program in the form of grants to consultants for planning and
other purposes in the protected areas, and this program continued at an increased pace in 2017 (up 17%).
As a result, grants and project expenses overall amounted to € 1.27 million in 2017, down about 6% from 2016.
Program development, technical service, and project management expenses reflect mainly our staff costs in developing and
managing our program and includes our targeted direct engagement in strategic planning with the responsible government
agencies and the protected areas themselves. To manage our Technical Assistance program, CNF continues to engage a
consultant to advertise, interview and select contractors and monitor submissions. These costs are reflected as internal
expenses (included in Program Development & Technical Services). The decrease in Program Management expenses is due
to a reallocation of costs and personnel changes.

Administrative and Fundraising Expenses
Our administrative and fundraising expenses mostly reflect the part of the salary of our Executive Director in the Caucasus,
audit and bookkeeping and audit services as well as the CNF portion of the partnership with Prespa Ohrid Nature Trust and
Blue Action Fund in the funding of the European shared services support organization, Nature Trust Alliance.
Administrative expenses were well controlled and were essentially flat year-on-year. Fundraising expense declined as the
Executive Director’s focus was mainly on program and administrative matters in 2017. For a review of our administrative
efficiency ratios, see below.

Admministrative & Similar Expenses
(amounts in Euro, except %)

Administrative Expenses
Fundraising & Communication Expenses
Administrative, Fundraising & Similar Expenses Total

Increase /
Decrease

2017

2016

-319,941

-318,872

0%

-34,113

-61,198

-44%

-354,054

-380,070

-7%

Net Income

In 2017, CNF’s income is the sum of its Net Revenue of €944,252 minus the total expenses of €1,629,379, generating a loss of
€685,127. As discussed above, the loss reflects that the spending of the 2030 sinking fund is reflected as a “ transfer from the
reserve” and therefore is shown later in the income statement. The transfer from the reserve added €2,039,000 in revenue,
so that 2017 funds available to transfer to free reserves and capital amounted to €245,979 with €1,184,069 carried forward.

Reserves

CNF is still in its growth phase and seeks to take advantage of provisions in the German tax law that allow a foundation to
add to its capital and reserves. Our challenge is to develop funding sources that can allow us to continue spending at even
higher levels - and for the long term - as the sinking funds are consumed. In general, we transfer a modest portion of our
investment income and current use donations to reserves, allowing us to build our capital, protect it against inflation and
generate larger investment income in the future, and thereby support the sustainability of our work. In 2017, we transferred
a total of €245,979 to reserves, compared to a total transfer to reserves and capital in 2016 of €309,221.

Carry Forward

CNF is carrying forward €1,184,069 to 2018. These funds are part of the total amount transferred from the funding capacity
reserves at the end of the year 2017. They are committed to financing our program in 2018 and represent a new policy of
CNF to begin to provide, to the extent possible, for coming year expenditures with funds carried forward from the prior year.
This allows us to plan efficiently and with the certainty that our program and other expenses are covered without relying on
the current year’s income which is by nature unpredictable.
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Finance
Efficiency Measurements

It is difficult to compare efficiency levels across different organizations in the charitable world. We believe there are two
main reasons for this. First, there are a number of different and difficult to compare operating models and believes that the
best it can do is to be clear and transparent about how it accounts for expenses and the operating ratios that we use. For

a full explanation, please visit our website at: www.caucasus-naturefund.org/about-cnf/documents-publications/
The administrative costs to total expenses ratio excluding the fundraising increased to 19.64% in 2017 due to the
slight shortfall in our program targets discussed above. Including fundraising, the ratio remained at the same
level as the previous year: 21.7%. We are expecting these levels to decrease as we expand our program and
continue to control administrative and fundraising costs.
Admin Expenses (excl. Fundraising) to Total Costs

Admin Expenses (incl. Fundraising) to Total Costs

25%

25%

20.8%

19.6%

20%

18.3%
15.4%

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%

5%

2014

21.7%

16.1%

15.2%
12.6%

2013

21.8%

20.4%

20%

2015

2016

2013

2017

2014

2015

2016

2017

Given our relatively small size, we track fundraising success by using a three-year average and comparing it to the costs of
the current year (2017). In the three years ending December 31st 2017, for every Euro spent on development we raised 102
Euros, improving on the 50X ratio for the three years ended December 31st, 2016. This reflects mostly the addition of €10.5
million to the endowment along with contributions from individual and corporate donors in this period.
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Investement Report
The following table shows the market value* of our investments in our investment portfolios at December 31, 2017 and
2016.

Investment value* in investement portfolios
000’s Euro /December 31
2017
Liquidity

% of
Portfolio
(2017)

2016

4,931

6,822

13%

Fixed Income (1)

15,549

13,737

41%

Equity

13,668

11,806

36%

Real Assets

2,296

2,173

6%

Alternative Investments

1,402

0

4%

37,847

34,538

Total
(1) Includes bonds and time deposits in banks.

CNF’s investment portfolio increased by just over € 3.3 million in 2017. From an investment perspective, most of our
spending of just over € 1.6 million was covered by investment income and gain (both realized and unrealized)—so that
almost all of the € 3.5 million donation in December 2017 from BMZ/KfW can be seen in the increase in the portfolio. CNF’s
portfolio remained broadly diversified throughout the year and benefitted from the generally favorable but quite volatile
developments in the world capital markets. Overall, in 2017 we achieved a return on our portfolio of 6.3% compared to 5.4%
in 2016. About 30% of CNF’s investment assets are managed by a discretionary manager which has a diversified mandate.
The balance is invested mainly in different investment funds and similar vehicles with varying strategies, as well as time
deposits in a bank in the Republic of Georgia. The substantial majority of the portfolio is liquid.
* The information in the table does not correlate to our balance sheet information discussed above, because: (i) from an investing
perspective, we of course monitor our investments on a market value rather than a book value basis, and (ii) in our balance sheet, certain
cash and liquid investments held for operating purposes are reflected that are not included in the investment information. Another
difference between our assets as reflected in our balance sheet and the investment information in the table relates to the treatment
of fixed term deposits. In our balance sheet they are included in cash and cash equivalents and not as financial assets, whereas for
investment purposes we treat them as investments.
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